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Standard Model is great 
 but it is not a complete theory 

      Experimental facts of BSM physics 
          - Neutrino masses & oscillations 
          - Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe  (BAU) 
          - The nature of non-baryonic Dark Matter (DM) 
   
Many theoretical ideas, including those which predict new light particles, 
and which can be tested experimentally"
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 SHiP is designed to find a solution for BSM physics by searching  
for very weakly interacting particles of <10 GeV mass 

SHiP"Physics"Paper:"1504.04855"

Brief history of SHiP: 
!  Letter Of Intent  - October 2013 
!  Technical Proposal & Physics Paper - April 2015 
 
Reviewed by the SPSC in March 2016, and recommended  
to prepare a Comprehensive Design Study (CDS) by 2018 
! Input to the European strategy consultation to take a decision  
    about approval of SHiP in 2019/2020  
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Search for Hidden Sector (HS) 
or very weakly interacting NP 

   Full reconstruction and PID are essential to minimize model dependence 

Experimental challenge is background suppression  

Models' Final'states'

HNL,'SUSY'neutralino'
Vector,'scalar,'axion'portals,'SUSY'sgolds;no'
HNL,'SUSY'neutralino,'axino'
Axion'portal,'SUSY'sgolds;no'
SUSY'sgolds;no'

l+π�, l+K-, l+ρ� ρ+"π+π0

l+l�
l+l-ν
γγ
π0π0 

!  HS production and decay rates are strongly suppressed relative to SM 
      - Production branching ratios O(10-10) 
      - Long-lived objects 
      - Interact very weakly with matter 

 
Hidden Sector 

Naturally accommodates Dark Matter   
(may have rich structure) 

 
Visible Sector     

    Mediators"or"portals"to"the"HS:"
vector,"scalar,"axial,"neutrino"

L'= LSM + Lmediator +LHS'
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!  Search for HS particles in Heavy Flavour decays 
          Charm (and beauty) cross-sections strongly 
          depend on the beam energy  
 
!  HS produced in charm and beauty decays have 
     significant PT 

  Detector must be placed close to the target to maximize geometrical acceptance  
  Effective (and “short”) muon shield is essential to reduce muon-induced backgrounds 

Opening angle of the 
 decay products in N"µπ  

General experimental requirements 

SHiP = Search for Hidden Particles

� Goal: comprehensive investigation of ”dark sector” particles in the few GeV energy range: 
scalar (e.g. Higgs singlets), fermions (e.g. heavy neutral leptons), vectors (e.g. dark photons). 

Present in several BSM scenarios addressing DM, neutrino masses, baryogenesis problems
� Beam dump facility: 400 GeV protons from SPS on target Æ ~2x1020 POT in 5 years
� Produced e.g. in D decays; detected via decays into lepton, photon, hadron, hadron-lepton pairs

� Long (50 m) evacuated decay vessel
� Most crucial experimental issue is to reject huge backgrounds Æ heavy target, hadron absorber, 

active muon shield, veto and time detectors, particle ID, etc. 

ℒ= ℒSM + ℒPORTAL + ℒDS

SHiP = Search for Hidden Particles

� Goal: comprehensive investigation of ”dark sector” particles in the few GeV energy range: 
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� Beam dump facility: 400 GeV protons from SPS on target Æ ~2x1020 POT in 5 years
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� Long (50 m) evacuated decay vessel
� Most crucial experimental issue is to reject huge backgrounds Æ heavy target, hadron absorber, 

active muon shield, veto and time detectors, particle ID, etc. 

ℒ= ℒSM + ℒPORTAL + ℒDS
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The SHiP experiment at SPS 
( as implemented in Geant4 for TP ) 

>1018 D,  >1016 τ,  >1020 γ
for 2×1020 pot (in 5 years) 

SHiP"Technical"Proposal:"
"1504.04956"

Emulsion 
 spectrometer 

Search for DM (scattering on atoms) 
ντ physics (specific event topology)

Search for Hidden Sector 
particles (decays in the 
decay volume)  

“Zero background” experiment 
 - Heavy target 
 - Muon shield 
 - Surrounding Veto detectors 
 - Timing and PID detectors, … 
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The Beam Dump Facility at the SPS 
(Prevessin North Area site) 

Proposed implementation is based on minimal modification to the SPS complex 

The SHiP facility is located 
on the North Area, and  
shares the TT20 transfer 
line and slow extraction 
mode with the fixed target  
programmes    
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 Neutrino masses & BAU can be solved with Heavy Neutral Leptons (HNL)  

νMSM: T.Asaka,"M.Shaposhnikov"
"PL"B620"(2005)"17"""
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N1 (O(keV) mass)  ! Dark Matter 
N2,3 (O(GeV mass) ! Neutrino masses 
                                   and  BAU  

Previous experiments did not probe cosmologically  
interesting region for HNL masses above the kaon mass 

Updated"SHiP"
Physics"Paper""

Existing constraints  
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HNL prospects @ SHiP  

U2
e: U2

µ: U2
τ~52:1:1 

Inverted hierarchy 
U2

e: U2
µ: U2

τ~1:16:3.8 
Normal hierarchy 

SHiP sensitivity covers large area of parameter space below the B mass 
Moving down towards the ultimate see-saw limit 

BAU constraint is model-dependent (shown below for νMSM) 

SHiP&SHiP&

Enhanced HNL production 
   ( B-L gauge symmetry ) 
 
 Batell,"Pospelov,"Shuve"1604.06099"

SHiP&

Further studies: 
Drewes"et"al."(2016)"
Hernandez"et"al."(2016)"
Hernández"(2015)"
Drewes"&"Garbrecht"(2012)"
Abada"et"al."(2015)"



Light Dark Matter (LDM) 
The prediction for the mass scale of DM spans from 10-22 eV  to 1020 GeV  

1310.8327

Direct Detection Landscape

an active, important, and exciting program!

!  WIMP DM is a popular theoretical paradigm (“WIMP miracle”) 
!  Extensive exp. search for WIMPs with masses 10 GeV – 1 TeV  
     Sensitivity is very limited below few GeV 

Large classes of theor. models 
can make the observed relic 
density with sub-GeV DM: 
 
  - Hidden-sector models 
  - Supersymmetry  
  - Strongly Interacting DM (SIMP) 
  - Extra dimensions 

10"
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Essential to explore the sub-GeV mass range for DM 



LDM prospects @ SHiP  

SHiP 50 Events
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MA’/Mχ=5"

SHiP would be able to probe even 
beyond relic density in minimal 
hidden-photon model provided that the 
background from neutrino interactions 
Is kept under control 

LDM (χ) can be generated in 
a beam-dump, for example in 
decays of HS mediators, 
e.g. dark photons A’ ! χχ

>1020 photons expected in SHiP 
can be used as a LDM beam 
 
Detect LDM via its scattering on 
atoms of emulsion spectrometer  

50&signal&events&
@&SHiP&

Requires dedicated study/beam test for CDS ! 
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SHiP sensitivity to hidden-sector mediators 
!  Dark photons ! U(1) associated particle A’ (γ’) in HS that can have non-zero mass 
     and mix with the SM photon with ε 
     Produced in bremsstrahlung and QCD processes or in decays 
     of π0 ! γ�γ, η ! γ�γ, ω ! γ�π0 and η� ! γ�γ 

!  Hidden scalars, S, can mix with the SM Higgs with sin2Θ 
     Mostly produced in penguin-type B and K decays 

10 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS

2.1.2.2.2 Comparison of CERN, FNAL and JPARC

Cross section of beauty production at FNAL energies is 625 times smaller than at CERN.
JPARC has negligible cross section.

Fig2.5 shows sensitivity to the Higgs with the FNAL beams.

Figure 2.5: Sensitvity to Higgs: SHIP@FNAL

2.1.2.3 Dark Photon to SM particles
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Figure 2.6: Dark Photon SHIP@CERN design compared to previous bounds. This figure
updates fig xx of the Physics Paper.

2.1.2.3.1 Optimisation of the CERN setup

Fig2.7 shows the Dark Photon decay yield vs decay vessel length. We assumed 1GeV dark
photons decaying to di-muon pairs, with ✏ = 107.

SHiP probes unique range of couplings and masses 
(complimentary to existing experiments) 

 Search for the decay vertex into a pair of SM particles into e+e-, µ+µ�, π+π+, KK, ηη, ττ, DD, …  



Neutrino physics @ SHiP 

!  First observation of the anti-ντ interactions 
    Measurement of F4, F5 structure functions 
 
!  Charm physics with neutrinos and anti-neutrinos 
     Charm yield in ν int. @ SHiP is >10 the sample from previous experiments  
     (~105 expected events) 
     Strange quark content of the nucleon for precision tests of SM 

!  Copious neutrino production, 
     including ντ from  Ds ! τντ  
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Neutrino physics @ SHiP 

!  First observation of the anti-ντ interactions 
    Measurement of F4, F5 structure functions 
 
!  Charm physics with neutrinos and anti-neutrinos 
     Charm yield in ν int. @ SHiP is >10 the sample from previous experiments  
     (~105 expected events) 
     Strange quark content of the nucleon for precision tests of SM 

!  Copious production in Ds ! τντ: 

Beyond'Collider'Physics,'CERN' 10'

5.3. PHYSICS WITH ⌫⌧ 189
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Figure 5.31: Energy dependence of the ratio r between the DIS cross section in the F4 = F5 = 0
hypothesis and the SM prediction, for ⌫⌧ (left) and for the sum of ⌫⌧ and ⌫⌧ (right).

di↵ractive productions which makes them a unique tool for exclusive charm studies [215].
Since its discovery, charmed hadron production in neutrino interactions has been studied in

two ways: dilepton studies with both calorimeter and bubble chamber technique on one side
and nuclear emulsion experiments with the visual observation of charmed hadron decays on the
other side. The main advantage of nuclear emulsions is that very loose kinematical cuts may
be applied since the charmed particle is identified through the observation of its decay. This
translates into a good sensitivity to the slow-rescaling threshold behaviour and consequently to
the charm quark mass.

⌫̄µ

µ+

c̄

s̄ p(n)

Figure 5.32: Diagram for charm production in neutrino (left) and anti-neutrino (right) charged-
current interactions.

Figure 5.32 shows the Feynman diagrams for the production of charmed hadrons in neu-
trino and anti-neutrino interactions. Data on charmed hadron production in neutrino and
anti-neutrino charged-current interactions were reported by many experiments: CDHS [216],
CCFR [217], CHARM [218], CHARMII [219], NuTeV [220], BEBC [221], NOMAD [222],
E531 [223] and CHORUS [210]. Experiments based on calorimetric technology identify charmed



SHiP is a “background-free experiment” 

No evidence for any irreducible background !  
ICPPA,"Moscow,"October"2016"
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154 CHAPTER 5. PHYSICS PERFORMANCE
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of the muon interaction point in the concrete walls of the experimental
hall as function of �z, distance to the start of the decay volume and transverse distance to the
beam axis.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the V0 end vertex as function of �z (left), distance to the start of
the decay volume (middle), and transverse distance to the beam axis (right).

From the full simulation of the residual muon background, we observe a rate of about 7000 of
fully reconstructed muons per spill inside the SHiP spectrometer with energies up to 200 GeV.
For each of these muons, we generate 10000 muon interaction events with Pythia6, which we
distribute along the muon flight path proportional to the material density seen by the muon.
The products of these interactions are then further processed with the FairShip simulation
respectively Geant4, followed by a track and vertex reconstruction. The distribution of the
muon interaction as function of the distance to the entrance of the decay volume and the
transerve distance to a virtual beam line is shown in Figure 5.9. Most of the interactions occur

Neutrino 
induced

Muon 
inelastic 

Muon 
Comb. 

Cosmics 

Accurate control of backgrounds is critical for SHiP physics performance 
Bkg. estimation is based on FairSHiP ! data samples comparable to the 
expected ones simulated with Pythia, Genie and run through full GEANT4 

"SPSC"–P350\ADD\2"

Neutrino"tomography"

Origin"of"V0"produced"
in"muon"inelas_c"int.""

>&

>&

>& Muon"trajectories""



Comparison with future facilities   
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!  MHNL< Mb   LHCb, Belle2 
     SHiP will have much better sensitivity 
!  Mb<MHNL<MZ  FCC in e+e- mode (improvements are also expected 
     from ATLAS / CMS)  
!  MHNL>MZ   Prerogative of ATLAS/CMS @ HL LHC  

"SPSC"–P350\ADD\2"

Also the best prospects for HS particles produced 
 in heavy flavour decays (e.g. hidden scalars) and ντ physics   

MHNL"(GeV)"
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HNLs: 



Comparison with future facilities  
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SHiP is unique up to O(10GeV) and ε2 < 10-11  

(see slide 12) 

Light Dark Matter 
Direct Detection exp. 
 - SHiP has unique potential for Mχ <1GeV 
 - BDX in JLab may have a competitive 
   sensitivity for Mχ <10 MeV with 1022eot. 
     
Missing mass / momentum exp. 
- Belle II – comparable to SHiP for Mχ>0.5 GeV with 50 ab-1 
  provided that low energy mono-photon is implemented 
 - LDMX (under discussion at SLAC) has the best prospects for Mχ< 100 MeV 
    with 3×1021 eot. Time scale is unclear. 

MA’/Mχ=3"

Dark photons: 

Dark"sectors"2016:"1608.08632"

SHiP&
@&SPS/CERN&



Next steps towards Comprehensive Design Study (CDS) 
(for European Strategy Panel) 

Global optimization of the SHiP performance: 

! Configuration of the muon shield  
!  Shape, dimension and evacuation of the decay volume 
! Optimization of physics performance for various sub-detectors 
! Revisit detector technologies, including new sub-detectors, 
     to further consolidate background rejection and extend PID  

Updated background estimates and signal sensitivities, and cost 
 
! Contribution from the secondary interactions in the target improves  
     signal yield by ~50% 
     Will be validated with data 
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New groups are welcome to join SHiP at the CDS stage ! 



Active test beam programme in 2016-2018 
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!  Construct and test prototypes of various sub-detectors 

!  Measurement of muon flux expected at SHiP 
     Replica of the SHiP target in front of the NA-61/SHINE spectrometer  
 

!  Measurement of inclusive d2σ / dEdθ charm cross section  
    in SHiP-like target (to validate cascade production in the target) 

DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL CHARM-PRODUCTION CROSS-SECTION 
MEASUREMENT INCLUDING CASCADE EFFECTS 

! Charm production in proton interactions and in hadron cascades in the SHiP 
target crucial for HNL normalization and ντ cross-section measurements

! Design of a detector for double-differential cross-section measurement (d2σ/dEdθ)
! Use of nuclear emulsions to identify hadronic and leptonic charm decay modes

Spectrometer
!  4 tracking stations, 1 T magnetic field
!  Charge and momentum measurement 

of charm decay daughters 

Target
!  Identification of charm 

production and decay vertices
!   SHiP target with smaller cross-

section: 10x10 cm2

!  Segmentation of the Mo/W 
blocks in thin (few mm) planes to 
be interleaved with emulsions

Muon Filter
!  Muon identification
!  Iron slabs interleaved with tracking stations

SHiP target as in TP 

!  SHIP target, 10×10 cm2 Mo/W 
blocks (few mm) interleaved 
with emulsion to identify charm 
topology 

!  Spectrometer to measure  
     momentum and charge of 
     the charm daughters 
!  Muon detector to measure 

muon flux 

"""Measurement strategy: 
!  Low density beam exposure 
!  Instrumentation of ~1 int. length per run 
    ! 10 runs needed 

"
"
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!  Planning very well aligned with  
–  Update of European strategy 2019/2020 
–  Accelerator schedule (to be followed closely) 
–  Production Readiness Reviews (PRR) 2020Q1 – 
–  Construction / production 2020 –  
–  Data taking 2026 (start of LHC Run 4) 

!  Main current priority: Comprehensive Design Study by 2018 
      

Global SHiP schedule 



Conclusions 
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!  SHiP is an ideal experiment to search for new phenomena 
     in < O(10 GeV) range in “no background” environment 
     Complementarity between two detection techniques: 
          - Reconstruction of the decay vertices in the decay volume 
          - Interactions with atoms in the emulsion spectrometer 
 
!  Physics case is very timely ! 
    Many theoretical models offer a solution for the BSM experimental facts 
    with light very weakly-interacting Particles. Must be tested ! 
 
!  SHiP is based on existing technologies and can be built in time 
     to start data-taking in 2026 (in line with the LHC schedule) 
     This requires approval in ~2020! 
 
!  No existing, or near future facility could make the proposed 
    physics programme, which nicely complements searches for NP at the LHC 


